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TIME NAVIGATOR
Enterprise Data Protection for VMware

SMART BACKUP FOR VIRTUAL MACHINES

BENEFITS

Companies deploying virtualization solutions are taking steps to reduce their costs,
and reduce the amount of physical hardware and power they require. They are
also making significant strides to optimize their resources, including consolidating
backup and restore operations. Time Navigator (ATN), with its rich support of
operating systems, applications and hardware, is designed to help make that
process easy. It fits seamlessly into the enterprise to manage its data.

• Single-pass backup for full
Virtual Machines (VM), and
individual file-level restore
for Windows and Linux VMs

Frequently the VMware administrator has little to do with backup operations.
The only time the administrator will know there is a problem is when a restore is
requested. Time Navigator protects the full virtual machine (vault backup) and offers
the choice to restore the entire VM or individual files from either Windows or Linux
VM’s, from one backup job. Because data is threatened by viruses, malware attacks
or even human error, the restore is fast, simple and efficient – in three
simple steps.

ONE SINGLE SOLUTION FOR BOTH PHYSICAL
AND VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
Physical and virtual machines are protected alongside each other. Time Navigator
provides complete protection for the enterprise.
One single backup for the full virtual machine allows individual disks, or even
individual files, to be restored. It also reduces the required amount of time,
storage, network traffic, and energy.
Backup-to-disk storage, VTL, deduplication storage or tape is all managed
through one central Web Administration User Interface. Time Navigator will
manage the data wherever it resides, and how long to keep it. It will even
manage retention per media type.
Atempo’s new HyperVision Deduplication Storage (HVDS), dedicated to virtual
machine backup, significantly improves backup performance and provides
instant access for both the Windows and Linux file-level restore, without the
need to “reserve” temporary disk space.

• Simple restore through
Time Navigation – from
any version at any time
• Agentless backup of VMs
• Supports multiple backup
destinations: disk, VTL,
deduplication storage, and tape
• Global block-level
deduplication
• Replication for extra security
• Cross-restore of VM or file
to different locations
• Displays deleted files for
instant restoration
• Highly configurable
VM indexing for instant
recovery of data
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SIMPLE RESTORE WITH TIME NAVIGATOR

SUPPORTED ENVIRONMENTS

•

PLATFORMS

ATN’s restore interface provides a view into the data center to browse VMs
and their directories. Simply select the VM, individual disk, or the individual
file, choose the restore date/time, and restore. There is one single common
interface to restore physical or virtual machines. It will simplify the work of
the administrator when a system must be brought back to normal in the
shortest time possible.

•

A unique feature that instantly shows the deleted files is available through
Time Navigation. Restore is as simple as selecting the version and restoring.

•

Built-in deduplication allows backup windows to be reduced to the
minimum. Restore times are counted in minutes rather than hours.

•

For exceptional restores, use our deduplication storage (HVDS) for fast,
block-level access and restore.

•

• vSphere 6,
vSphere 5.x, vSphere 4.x
HOSTS
• ESXi 6.x, ESXi 5.x, ESX(i) 4

TIME SAVING!
THREE EASY STEPS TO A
SUCCESSFUL RESTORE:

For fast, coherent backups, applications like MS-SQL Server, MS-Exchange,
and MS-SharePoint are backed up along with the virtual machine through
VSS snapshots. When it comes to restore, Time Navigator lets you
choose the version, which reduces downtimes and increases the system’s
availability.

1. Select a VM or an
individual file
2. Choose its version
3. Restore

Time Navigator
Optimized backup and restore. One approach for today’s mixed virtual
and physical IT environments.

Since 1992, Atempo provides business continuity solutions to secure and preserve essential business data for thousands of companies around the world. Our integrated suite
of solutions include our market leading data backup and disaster recovery offerings (Time Navigator and Live Navigator) and our innovative archiving solution (Atempo-Digital
Archive) which features intuitive retrieval interfaces and supports a broad scope of platforms. Based on high performance data movers our solutions are extremely scalable. The
Atempo products are, therefore, suitable for the data protection needs of midsized to petabyte scale businesses and large distributed enterprises.
Atempo is headquartered south of Paris, France, in Les Ulis with operations in Europe, the Americas and Asia; it has a sales and support network of over 100 resellers, partners
and Managed Service Providers (MSP) serving our customers worldwide. Learn more at www.atempo.com.
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